Get inspired and meet other writers at SPARK Writing Festival

Mark your calendars
🗓
📍

Relate to others who do not share your

Complete an assessment to better

Swetha Ravichandran, a Vision

The question that sent this nurse back to school full-time

Leslie Pitts spent more than 16 years as a registered nurse and pediatric nurse

CRAF training to campus
📍
⏰
1:00 p.m. July 18

Interview and how faculty and staff can use them to enhance students' interview skills.

A training session July 24 will provide insights into the features and functionalities of Big

and learning about the tool.

platform that has replaced InterviewStream.

UAB Police held a full-scale training exercise July 12 to train, test and evaluate the

CRASE training to campus
📍
⏰
11:30 a.m. July 18

Learn how to develop new spending and

Decrease spending and get tips on tools for

Let us help you develop a plan — paper or online — to help you

All of Us is a $1.2 billion project that aims to gather DNA and health information from

How the ambitious NIH initiative is turning

How the annual performance

Ongoing, employees with 20 or more years of service are encouraged to complete the survey. The

How to develop a strategic plan.

Design during two half-day virtual workshops 9 a.m.-1 p.m. July 19-20. Attendance at

Discover how to use the Quality Matters Rubric to review online and blended course

Applying the Quality Matters Rubric
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